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LEARNING & MEMORY welcomes high-quality original research papers on all types of learning, memory, and their models, conducted in humans and in vertebrate and invertebrate species with the following approaches: behavior, cognition, neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, neuropharmacology, biochemistry, genetics, and cell and molecular biology. The journal will also publish review articles, theoretical papers, and short communications, including comments on published papers and the authors' responses.

Submission of Papers
The journal accepts papers that present original unpublished research. Submission to the journal implies that a paper is not currently being considered for another journal or book. Closely related papers that are in print elsewhere or that have been submitted elsewhere should be included with the submitted manuscript. It is also understood that researchers who submit papers to this journal are prepared to make available to qualified academic researchers materials needed to duplicate their research results. Authors should submit nucleic acid and protein sequences to the appropriate data bank. Questions regarding papers should be directed to Judy Cuddihy, Managing Editor, at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (516-367-8492).
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Manuscript Preparation
1. General. Papers should be as concise as possible. The entire paper (including tables, figure legends, references, footnotes) should be typed double-spaced on standard-sized European or American bond paper with at least 1-in (2.5 cm) margins on all four sides. Computer printouts should be of letter quality, and should use a computer typeface of at least 11 point size. Each reference, figure, and table should include first initials and last names of authors.
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4. Figures and Legends. Five sets of figures should be supplied as high-quality glossy prints. Halftones should be high-contrast, particularly in the case of gels, for the best reproduction. Line drawings, graphs, charts, and chemical formulae, should be professionally prepared and labeled. Multiple-part figures should be submitted as mounted, camera-ready composites. Authors submitting color figures as essential data for review with manuscripts undertake to pay the publication costs of four-color artwork. Price estimates are supplied upon acceptance of the paper.

The back of each figure should be labeled with the first author's name, figure number, and an indication of "top." The figures should be numbered consecutively in the order to which they are referred in the text. The size of the figures will be adjusted to fit the Journal format, therefore please try to keep labels, symbols, and other call-out devices in proportion to the figure size detail.

Figure legends should be brief and should not contain methods. Symbols indicated in the figure should be identified in the legend text. If figures are reprinted from another source, permission to reprint is required.

5. Tables. Tabular data should be presented concisely and logically. Tables should be numbered consecutively according to the order cited in the text and each should have a title. Use only horizontal rules and make sure column headings are unambiguous in indicating columns to which they refer. Table legends and footnotes should be included where needed. If tables are reprinted from another source or if data included are from another source, permission to reprint is required.
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7. Proofs. Proofs are considered the final form of the paper, and correction can be made only in the case of factual errors. If additional information must be added at this stage, it should be in the form of "Note added in proof," subject to the approval of the editors.

8. Reprints. A reprint order form will be included with the proofs. To help defray the cost of publication, a charge of $25 per page will be made for publication in Learning & Memory. Authors unable to meet these charges should include a letter of explanation upon acceptance for publication; inability to meet these charges will have no effect on acceptance and publication of submitted papers.
Manipulating the Mouse Embryo

A Laboratory Manual, Second Edition

By Brigid Hogan, Vanderbilt University Medical School; Rosa Beddington, National Institute for Medical Research, London; Frank Costantini, Columbia University; Elizabeth Lacy, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

The 1986 publication of *Manipulating the Mouse Embryo* catalyzed the interaction between molecular biology and mammalian embryology. For the first time, detailed instructions on how to begin applying recombinant DNA technology to important questions about mammalian embryonic development were made available to a broad audience. The gathering pace of such studies in recent years has brought improvements to existing methods and fueled the creation of new and powerful technologies. The second edition of this classic manual has been completely revised and expanded to incorporate these advances. It contains new sections on the production and analysis of transgenic mice, the manipulation of preimplantation embryos to generate chimeras, the culture and manipulation of embryonic stem cells, including gene "knockouts," and techniques for visualizing genes, gene products, and specific cell types. As before, included with the protocols is a summary of current understanding of mouse development at a molecular level. In its new edition, this manual of proven distinction is again an authoritative and comprehensive source of technical guidance for experienced investigators and an essential resource for newcomers to mammalian genetics and embryology.
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